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Trapets available on Verizon Financial Network (VFN)  
 
Trapets’ IT system is now located at Interxion’s data centre in Stockholm.  
 
Having presence at a data centre with VFN-capabilities enables Trapets to offer effective 
hosting of InstantWatch and our state of the art Outsourced Trading Surveillance service.  
 
InstantWatch analyses a flow of financial transactions in real time, and then issues alerts 
according to a configurable rule system. 
 
Verizon Financial Network has been purpose built to provide resilient and high-performance 
access to markets, applications, and industry data centres. VFN allows exchanges and 
service providers to deliver their markets and applications to the global capital markets 
community through the Verizon Financial Network ecosystem of trading firms. 
 
Hosting servers at an ISO 27001 certified facility allows Trapets to continue to take great 
responsibility to secure and protect sensitive customer data. Interxion being a carrier neutral 
data centre, Trapets’ clients can keep current relationships with carriers while accessing 
InstantWatch as a hosted service. 
 
“We are happy to be able to offer InstantWatch as a hosted service accessible securely and 
effectively.” says Gunnar Wexell, Chairman of the board.  

 

 
Contacts: Gunnar Wexell, chairman, +46-8 644 0153, gunnar.wexell@trapets.com or Dan 
Sjöholm, CEO, +46-8 644 0152, dan.sjoholm@trapets.com   

 
 

About Trapets AB 

Trapets is an expert company specialized in systems and services for automatic transaction 
surveillance and compliance for the global finance industry. Trapets provides total solutions, from 
systems and support to outsourced surveillance, expert consulting and training. The company is one 
of the market leaders in Europe regarding securities market surveillance and in Northern Europe 
regarding AML, anti money laundering surveillance and screening of end customers against sanctions, 
Ofac and PEP lists. 
  
Trapets has developed the surveillance and compliance platform InstantWatch, which is one of the 
most modern, powerful and user friendly platforms for automatic surveillance and compliance in the 
world. The system analyses flows of transactions in real time, i.e. trades, orders and prices from stock 
exchanges, and alerts according to a configurable rule system. 
  
Read more about Trapets at www.trapets.com  
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